By request, I am going to show you how to create a figure that is a combination ("composite figure") of 2 numbers, currently available in the raw data for the race card.

The new "composite figure" will be a calculation based on each horse's lifetime earnings and number of starts, commonly referred to as "EPS" (earnings per start). EPS requires that a horse's lifetime earnings (LE) be divided by the horse's lifetime starts (LS).

Thus, the formula will be: EPS = LE / LS

In "AllData PPs.xls", I have provided an easy process for making "composite figures", including any of the data fields (or combinations of data fields) that you may wish to incorporate in such a figure. The beauty of "Alldata's" format is that you only have to write the formula, for a composite figure or any other calculation or reference, one time, for the 1st horse. Once written for one horse, the formula can then be copied and subsequently pasted for all the other horses ("Alldata" provides the ability to handle up to 20 horses per race).

If you have read the text file regarding "Infotran's" control file you will, either, already know how this is possible, or, upon the completion of this exercise, you will understand it. The format of my the "alldata.brs" control file, combined with the layout of the "Past Performances" and "Race Ratings" views, makes this possible. Both the control file and the views were created, allotting 15 rows per horse, which means that when you reference a data field created by the control file, for one horse, you can copy that reference cell and simply paste it for each of the other horses, instead of having to manually reference it for each horse. Hopefully, as I progress through the following exercise, this simplicity will become readily apparent to each of you. In this way, you will gain the ability to create your own "composite figures" which, in turn, personalizes your copy of "AllData PPs" for just you (or whoever you feel like sharing it with).

So, let's get started!

I have uploaded a Bris .drf data file, along with this text file, so that you can load it in your copy of "AllData PPs.xls" and follow along with the exercise. Simply download the .drf file to your "C:\Infotran" folder, then run Infotran's "ITF.exe" program to load the .drf file into "target.txt", then open "AllData PPs.xls" and click the "Load New Race Card" macro button. Then select Race 9 by clicking the "Race 9" macro button. This takes you to the "Past Performances" view of the spreadsheet, where Race 9 will be displayed.

Now click cell "V4602".

In the formula box, immediately above the column letters in the spreadsheet, you will see this:

=IF(A4602="","",CONCATENATE("LIFE","  ",AZ4,"  " ,BA4, "  ",BB4,"  ",BC4,"  ","$",FIXED(DOLLAR(BD4),0)," - ",CA4))

This is the formula that combines the 1st horse's lifetime starts, wins, places, shows, earnings and best Bris speed figure.

The first part of the formula checks to see if a horse exists, in this position (=If(A4602="","", .

A4602 is the cell location that contains the 1st horse's saddle cloth number. If this cell is blank (=,"") then nothing will appear in this cell, it will be blank (,"",). If this cell is not blank then the remaining formula will be valid.

The next part of the formula,  CONCATENATE(  , is an Excel function that is used to combine several pieces of data together, in the same cell. So, every piece of text or cell reference or mathematical formula, following the parenthesis, "(", will appear in the cell. Next in the formula, "LIFE", , because it is surrounded by parenthesis, will produce the word LIFE. The next portion, ,"  ", , will produce 2 spaces (by typing a quotation mark and then pressing the space bar twice, followed by another quotation mark). The next portion,  ,AZ4,  , is the cell location, in the data file, which contains the horse's number of lifetime starts, in this case, 8). Note that commas must separate each piece of text or data that is to be concatenated. Then you will see  ,"  ",  again, which inserts 2 more spaces into the concatenation. The next portion,  ,BA4,  , references the data file to return the horse's lifetime number of wins (in this case, 1). Again, I then entered 2 more spaces (so that each piece of data is separated from the others, for clarity purposes). Next is the cell reference for the horse's lifetime number of places, then his number of shows. Next you see ,  ,"$",  , this adds the dollar symbol before the horse's earnings ( ,FIXED(DOLLAR(BD4),0), ). " FIXED(DOLLAR(BD4),0), " fixes the number of decimal points, to be displayed with the horse's total lifetime earnings, (BD4) , to zero, ),0), (meaning I want to see the earnings rounded off to the nearest whole dollar). Next, in the formula, I want to see a dash or hyphen,  ," - ",  , to separate the starts, wins, places, shows, and earnings from the best Bris lifetime speed number,  ,CA4) . Note the additional  )  at the end of the formula. When constructing formulas, for every ( , opening parenthesis, there must be a corresponding ) , closing parenthesis, in the formula.

So, what is displayed, in cell V4602, is: LIFE  8  1  0  0  $9,110 - 82 . This tells us that the 1st horse, in his complete racing career, has run 8 races, had 1 win, 0 places, 0 shows, has earned a total of $9110 and the highest Bris speed number, he has ever achieved, was 82.

Next to that speed number, we want to see his EPS or the average amount of money he has earned in each race he has ever run. So, we will have to add the EPS formula to the end of the concatenation, in order to see the EPS for this horse, in this cell.

To modify a formula that has already been typed into a cell, we must get to the actual formula. To do this, we click in the cell, V4602, then move your mouse curser up to the formula box, where the formula is displayed. Now move the curser to the end of the formula, immediately to the right of  ,CA4 . Click there and type the following:

," - ","$",FIXED(DOLLAR(BD4/AZ4),0)

Now, click the green check mark to the left of the formula box.

The finalized formula should be this:

=IF(A4602="","",CONCATENATE("LIFE","  ",AZ4,"  " ,BA4, "  ",BB4,"  ",BC4,"  ","$",FIXED(DOLLAR(BD4),0)," - ",CA4," - ","$",FIXED(DOLLAR(BD4/AZ4),0)))


We have just added the Lifetime EPS to cell V4602. 

As you can see, we're running out of room, in cell V4602, and, when we encounter a horse that has more starts, with more WPS and/or more earnings, there might not be enough room to display all the data in the cell. So, what we can do is change the font size (using the Formatting toolbar up above), in this cell, from 9 to 8, which will make the letters, symbols, and numbers smaller so they don't take up as much room in the cell (if you don’t see the formatting toolbar click “View” then click “Toolbars” then click “Formatting”.

If this isn't enough room, another thing we can do is remove some of the spaces, between the data. So, instead of having 2 spaces between each piece of data we can take out 1 space from each instance where we have 2 spaces now.

Another thing we can do, as a last resort, is to make the column width larger, to accommodate more data. This will change the look of the spreadsheet slightly because when you change the column width, all the cells above and below the cell you want larger, will also be larger. If you need to do this, I would suggest that you widen column "X", by moving your curser up to the "X" column header, then move it to the right edge of that column header until the curser changes and becomes 2 arrows with a vertical line between them. Now left click your mouse and drag the curser slightly to the right and release the left mouse button. The column will now be larger than before. You can experiment with increasing or decreasing the column until you get the right size, to accommodate as much data, in cell V4602, as will likely be needed. You can always change the formatting of this column in the future, if need be.

Ok, we have added EPS to our LIFETIME stats, for horse #1. Next we will add EPS to the LIFETIME stats for all the remaining 19 possible horses.

This is what I was talking earlier about, the "alldata.brs" control file format (based on 15 rows per horse) and the views formats (also based on 15 rows per horse) work hand-in-hand, with each other, to allow only writing a formula once, instead of 20 times.

So, right click the cell we just modified, V4602. A list of available options will appear. Choose, by left clicking, "Copy". Now go down to cell V4617, which is the LIFETIME stats for horse #2, right click that cell and choose "Paste". You have just added EPS, as well as all the formatting you have done in cell V4602, to that horse's stats. Now, go down to cell V4632, right click that cell and choose "Paste" again. You just added EPS to the LIFETIME stats for horse #3. Continue down the sheet, right clicking the corresponding cells and choosing "Paste" for each horse, or possible horses (some of the cells will be blank, starting after horse #10, because there are only 10 horses in Race 9, just right click the cell to the right of the cell that says "Prm Pwr", for the remaining, non-existent, horses and choose "Paste".

Once you have pasted the formula into all 20 possible horses' LIFETIME stats cells, press "Esc" on your keyboard. This takes you out of the "Copy/Paste" mode.

Now save the workbook by clicking "File" and then "Save".

We're done!!!

You can, of course, add EPS for the years "2009" and "2008", located directly below "LIFE" stats, if you wish, for horse #1, and then copy the modified formulas down, the sheet, for the remaining 19 possible horses, as we did above.

You could also move to the right of this stat area and add EPS to the stats for track, distance, and dirt/fast. And of course, you could do the same thing for the next set of stats: turf, wet, and poly.

I hope this exercise has opened your eyes some, regarding, how you might modify "AllData PPs" to suit your own preferences.

If you have problems with any of this, email me at rbaker529@msn.com, or post in the blog on the AllData site.

Ray 

 

